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the best way to check the coverage of wifi
signals within the home and to understand
where the signal strength is the strongest

or weakest is to use a heat map. heat maps
are a great way to determine where

extenders and mesh units should be placed
to maximize wireless coverage. many

devices come with a built-in application for
creating a heat map or one can be found

by doing a basic web search for a heat map
generator. heat maps can also be created
manually by moving from room to room
with a wireless device and documenting

the signal strength relative to the router in
each location. what is the difference

between the 2.4ghz and 5ghz wireless
frequencies the main differences between
the 2.4 ghz and 5ghz wireless frequencies

are range (coverage) and bandwidth
(speed). 5ghz tends to provide faster data
rates at a shorter distance, while 2.4ghz
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provides greater coverage distance at
slower data rates. a wireless repeater, as

the name indicates, repeats or extends the
wireless signal produced from a router.

businesses use a repeater to expand the
broadcast range of their networks,

improving signal strength and enabling
devices outside the range of the router to

connect to the network. not all netgear
routers support wireless distribution

system, which is a critical part of setting up
the router as a repeater. review the

documentation included with your router to
ensure you can set it up using this

procedure. wireless speed tests (cellphone,
tablet, or anything connected via wifi) are
not considered valid as speeds within the
home or office are subject to the wireless
signals and local interference within that
location. wireless routers, access points,

extenders, and other rf devices within the
home can impact the accuracy of test
results. nextlink does not guarantee

wireless speeds.
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The close-proximity throughput for the
EA6350 was a significant improvement

over the other wireless routers. This was
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true for uploads as well as download
speeds. The Netgear R6220 had 1.9Mbps
upload in close proximity and 4.6Mbps at

30 feet. The EA6350 (1.5Mbps close-
proximity upload and 1.7Mbps 30-foot

upload), Netgear R6220 (1.7Mbps close-
proximity and 4.6Mbps 30-foot upload),

and Linksys EA6100 (1.5Mbps close-
proximity and 1.9Mbps 30-foot upload)

were similar. The Netgear R6220 and the
Linksys EA6100 were similar in speed. We
didn't test the D-Link DIR-842 because it
does not have a USB port. Our desktop

connectivity scores were high for all
routers, with the exception of the Netgear

R6220, which had the slowest speeds.
Always make sure to use the router with

the best signal, and other radio-dead zones
are also affected by signal attenuation,
causing the surrounding area to have a
weaker WIFI signal. The specific radio
signal attenuation factor (SAF) is the

amount of the router's signal that will be
seen by a device on the same channel in
the open space. A well-placed router can

enhance the signal for devices throughout
a home or building. The most important
thing to consider is the best location for

your router. With the remote control app,
you can monitor your router from a smart
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phone, mobile device, or desktop
computer, giving you remote access to

monitor and adjust settings to ensure WIFI
is performing optimally. The app allows you

to easily and remotely configure the
settings. For optimal performance, it's
recommended that you monitor the

reliability of WIFI connectivity and your
speed. 5ec8ef588b
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